
 

 

MALTESE TREASURES GAME RULES 

 
Introduction  

 
These are the game RULES for MALTESE 

TREASURES (the “Game”). When the Game 

is played, ScratchiZ Playing Guidelines and 

these rules apply accordingly.  

 

Game details 
 

1. Game Name: MALTESE TREASURES 

 

2. Game Number:  007 
 

3. Price per ticket: €5 

 

4. The first print run of this Game is made 
up from 525,000 tickets. There are 

129,601 winning tickets, and the overall 

odds of winning are 1 in 4.05.  

 

 

How to play and win 

 
1. To play and win with a MALTESE TREASURES ScratchiZ ticket, the player 

needs to; 
 

i. Scratch-off the scratchable game area of the ticket to reveal the 

WINNING NUMBERS and the YOUR NUMBERS sections. 

ii. Match one (1) or more of YOUR NUMBERS to one (1) or more of the 
WINNING NUMBERS. 

iii. When matching one (1) or more numbers, the player will win the 

corresponding prize/s. 
iv. When revealing a “SWORD” in the YOUR NUMBERS section, the player 

will win the prize shown underneath the “SWORD” instantly.  

 

 
2. The player can win up to fifteen (15) times on a MALTESE TREASURES 

ticket. 
 



 

Game symbols and captions 
 

 
 

Five (5) of the above game symbols including their matching captions will 

appear under the coating of the WINNING NUMBERS section, whereas fifteen 
(15) of the above game symbols together with their matching captions will 

appear under the coating of the YOUR NUMBERS section. 

 

 

Prize symbols and captions 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Fifteen (15) prize symbols and their matching prize captions will appear under 

the coating of the YOUR NUMBERS scratchable area.  
 
 
 



 

MALTESE TREAUSRES Prize Structure  

 
Prizes Number of Winners Total Amount (€) 

€75,000 1 75,000 

€500 200 100,000 

€100 1,950 195,000 

€50 3,700 185,000 

€25 10,000 250,000 

€20 10,500 700,000 

€15 15,750 236,250 

€10 24,500 245,000 

€5 63,000 315,000 

 
As prizes are won, the number of available prizes in each category will reduce.  

 

General 

 
1. When purchasing a ScratchiZ MALTESE TREASURES ticket, the player is 

solely responsible to verify that the ticket is not mutilated or altered and 

that the scratch-off coating has not been previously scratched or 

tampered with. If the scratch-off coating appears to have been tampered 
with, the player is to immediately inform the personnel at the point of 

purchase. 

 

2. In the event of any conflict between these Rules and any other 

information issued by National Lottery plc in relation to this Game, these 

Rules shall prevail. 

 

3. Any player who wishes to file a query may do so via the following 

channels: 

• At the point of purchase; 

• Through our Support Centre on +356 2600 7777; 

• Via email through support@lottery.mt. 
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